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The symposium is supposed to investigate the scientific, public and popular discourse in
context with recent debates about “Obesity Epidemic”, “Culture and Nutrition”, “Overweight
and ‘Adiposity’ (Obesity) as Diagnosis (ICD-10: E66.0)”, Eating-“Disorders” as well as
“Adiposity, Health Risks and Quality of Life” and other global-health related debates, which
currently are conducted in the interdisciplinary fields of (a) medical anthropology, the (b)
traditional cultural sciences and (c) medicine, the latter strongly influencing theses discourses.
Therefore, sensitising for the importance of the cultural and social scientific perspectives, is
supposed to follow in a broader frame, allowing a critical view on the arising of public
debates. This broad spectrum covers also individually and subjectively perceived issues about
the own weight, and also addresses real consequences of extreme obesity on a global level,
allocating tasks which require plans and solutions. For convenient analyses of such complex
and global problems, problem-related and multidisciplinary working areas with their multiperspective potentials volunteer. They obtain the ability to take a positive impact on the
actors. The given theme is located in the frame of the applied perspective and solutionoriented strategies within the three mentioned disciplines.
Global Epidemic: “Obesity”
According to medical experts, overweight and obesity turned into a global imminence / threat
and a quickly growing issue to public health. Particularly, the United States, but also Europe,
Asia and Latin America as well as a few African countries recognized a measurable dramatic
increase of overweight people in their populations, who at present would be diagnosed with
“obesity.” Moreover, the obvious increase of prevalence and incidence of (overweight and)
obese children and adolescents – according to theses perceptions – is alarming. It is predicted
that because a substantial part of those affected keep their overweight until adulthood and
suffer from serious secondary damages like hypertension, hormonal dysfunctions, cardio
vascular diseases, type-II diabetes, fatty liver, joint damages and spinal disorders need to be
individually considered. Furthermore significant health expenses ought to arise. Already in
1997, a WHO committee of experts detected and warned about a global “Obesity Epidemic”.
Connected with the ICD-10 diagnosis “obesity due to excess calories” (E66.0), the WHO
defines the Body-Mass-Index (BMI) as an indicator for overweight and considers the
following standards for adult men and women. The BMI-supported differentiation of
overweight of the WHO is mostly accepted. However, as a problem-solving method it is
critically discussed especially under discourse analytical aspects by medical anthropologists.

Nutrition, culture and environment
In medical sociology and cultural science reference is made to the change or reduction of
“Quality of life”, linked with overweight and obesity. Quality of life here is mainly associated
with individual, subjective sensitivities, but could also be discussed as a “multidimensional
construct” in the three academic disciplines present in this conference with interpretations
reaching from a self-determined lifestyle to a “social disability“. Only a few decades ago,
food production, food preparation and consumption were local affairs and therefore culturally
and ecological embedded. Up to now, culinary culture is seen as an essential part of every
society.
Terms like overweight and obesity, therefore, are interpreted and assessed from the
perspective of the respective cultural and historical context. By describing medicine as a
complex system and in the same way as a cultural phenomenon, it becomes clear that
“medical interventions in culture” (Lenzen) contributed to scandalizing obesity. The until now
rather “peaceful coexistence” of the determination of obesity as an indicator of wealth or the
negative perception of obese people as “fat” is experiencing a profound change in
interpretation. “Obesity” (“Fettleibigkeit” as a German term for the diagnosis “Adipositas”)
has gained a new and ambivalent connotation, due to certain healing expectations which are
associated with it. This is resulting in an explosive spread of various diets while industrial
processed food simultaneously is available on a global level, which is supposed to aggravate
the problem. It is postulated that economic globalization, by contributing to a so called
“nutrition-transition” and a strong concentration in the food processing sector (Lang), was
also responsible for the epidemic spread of obesity. What causes such controversies? What
does really differentiate a Fast Food Critique from a Slow Food Movement in its potential of
medial change? And yet, traditional, mostly local and herbal combinations of nutrition
continually offer inexpensive and feasible alternatives for industrially processed food. Can we
see here potential to shape or re-define the direction of the mentioned discourses?

Public Health and Global Health as societal projects
Certainly, the medially scandalized obesity needs to be discussed in connection with the
increasingly establishing “slimming industry”, which in the meantime turned into a billion
dollar industry (diets, magazines, special programs for weight reduction and nutrition). Not
least, obesity surgery plays a significant role in the populations’ spectrum of medically
therapeutic procedures getting more and more popular. Besides this, the pharmaceutical
industry intensively researches a diet pill/slimming pill – and with this in a culturally
constructed concept of healing.
Preventive public campaigns within frames of health educating programs functioning as state
interventions into differently acting private sectors, will therefore try to analyze the results of
epidemiological changes of overweight and obesity. Possible strategies, furthermore, are
designed wherever the expected individual quality of live and the health status of the
collective are threatened. Culturally over-shaped and individual nutritional habits as well as

changed mobility patterns in the diversifying daily routine and changed techniques of its
constitution as well as societal and socio-economic factors to explain the discussed
phenomena should be represented. To which extent can views and theories of medical
anthropology bring up new ideas and suggestions – besides the dominating medical and
psychological explanations of the variance of overweight – into the dynamic and
‘multidisciplinary working field of Anthropology and Medicine’? The theme of this
conference seems to be a threatening phenomenon for pushing practitioners, while
theoreticians recognize conceptual issues. How could these stakeholders be brought together?
We invite all those interested in this theme, to contribute to this conference. We especially
want to encourage young scholars. The multidisciplinary conferences of AGEM since 40
years offer a forum for a dialogue between representatives of different, also controversial
disciplinal viewpoints in the sense of Devereux’ model of complementarity, in which
deliberately a parallel, non-confronting dialogue is stipulated. By this approach offers the
chance to methodically discover new conclusions and interpretations about patterns of human
behavior, which leads to a change of direction in public debates. Funds are not provided.
Your propositions in German or English are welcome till March 22, 2015.
With best regards,

Wolfgang Krahl, Chairman of AGEM, and Ekkehard Schröder, Editor of Curare
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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